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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

This section discusses the methodology used in the study. It comprises research design, 

data collection, data analysis, and timeline. 

3.1 Research Design 

This study exerts a qualitative perspective in order to investigate how Pantene Indonesian and 

Pantene international ads verbally and visually represent the image of women with beautiful 

strong hair and their differences. Flick (2009) believes that qualitative research is of specific 

relevance to the study of social relations, due to the fact of the pluralization of life worlds. 

Moreover, this study uses a descriptive method due to the numerous information that emerges from the analysis. Nassaji 

(2015) says the goal of descriptive research is to describe a phenomenon and its 

characteristics. Thus, the result of this analysis is in the form of a long description of the data analysis.  

Furthermore, the data are analyzed by employing the theory of representation and 

interaction proposed by Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006). In terms of verbal modes, this study 

uses Halliday’s transitivity system (2014).  

3.2 Stages of Research 

The research was conducted using the following stages: 

1. Collecting data. The data were collected from two types of Pantene advertisement, 

Indonesia and International ads which contain brand ambassador.  

2. Analyzing data. The collected data were then analyzed using Kress and van Leeuwen and 

Halliday’s perspective to investigate the differences of visual and verbal modes and how 

the image of strong hair is constructed. 

3. Drawing conclusion and suggestion were then made based on the data analyzed. 

3.3 Data Collection 

The data in this study were collected from Pantene International and Indonesian ads, 

summing up to eight pieces in total. In addition, they were in form of verbal and visual used 
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in the ads. Those ads consist of four Indonesian and International ads respectively, which are 

further divided into two ads from each brand ambassador of Indonesia and international. The 

data chosen for Pantene Indonesian ads are two advertisements featuring Anggun C Sasmi 

and Raline Shah, who are well-known brand ambassadors for Pantene Indonesian as they are 

always featured in several ads. Similarly, the data taken for Pantene International ads are two 

advertisements Priyanka Chopra and Selena Gomez respectively.  

Specifically, ads used as data are downloaded from both online magazine and social 

media from 2011 – 2017, which was the period of time when each ambassador was officially 

appointed. The magazines were Marie Claire (www.marieclaire.com) and Cosmo Girl 

(www.cosmogirl.co.id) while the social media were official accounts of Pantene on Twitter 

(twitter.com/Pantene and twitter.com/PanteneID) and Instagram (instagram.com/Pantene 

and instagram.com/Panteneid).  

3.4 Data Analysis 

Verbal data were analyzed using transitivity system from Systemic Functional Linguistics. 

These verbal data were broken down into clauses, then identified by considering the type of 

process they possessed, namely behavioral, existential material, mental, relational, or verbal.  

Meanwhile, visual data were examined by means of visual design analysis proposed by 

Kress and van Leeuwen. This design consists of three types of meaning, namely 

representational, interactional, and compositional. In terms of representational meaning, the 

data were examined whether there was a presence or absence of vector depicted by represented 

participants. Interactional meaning, on the other hand, focused on how the data showed the 

interaction between represented and interactive participants through color modality, gaze, 

power, and social distance. Lastly, the structure of ads was analyzed to reveal the compositional 

meaning by looking at its salience, framing, and information value. 

The data that had been analyzed verbally and visually formed conclusions on how each 

Pantene Indonesian ads and Pantene International ads construct the image of strong hair. The 

results of the comparison drew conclusions about indicating what these differences are.  

 


